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The issue



The financial crisis stressed the importance
interconnectedness among financial institutions

of



Network analysis contributed to explain the map of linkages
and to assess the systemic risk in the financial system



Interbank market, i.e., has been seen as a single layer



... but credit relationships turn out to be more complex

Goal of this paper


We extend the analysis to different kind of contracts



The interbank market is studied as a multiplex or multilayer
network



Main questions:
•
are the layers of the multiplex topologically different?
•
is there a specific layer driving the properties of the
total network
•
is the occurrence of a link in a layer predictive of link
in another layer?

The methodology



Comparison of the topological and metric properties of
different layers and of the total layer



Similarity analysis



Does Random models fit the layers of the Multiplex?

A quick tour on the Literature


Based on Italian data, Mistrulli (2007) finds that banks default
hardly triggers a systemic risk



Montagna and Kok (2013) develop an agent-based model
exploiting a multi-layered network representation of interbank
market



Abbassi et al. (2013) study the different reaction of Euro
interbank markets using econometric technique and network
covariates



Among non-network papers, Afonso et al. (2012) analyse the
counterparty risk and liquidity hoarding taking into account
different segments of the market



Kuo et al. (2013) study US term market exploiting price and
quantity information

Data description


Interbank transactions based on the supervisory reports
transmitted to Bank of Italy



End of year data for the period 2008-2012



We distinguish between Unsecured and Secured transactions



Data are reclassified w.r.t. maturity:
•
overnight
•
short term (less than 12 months)
•
long term




Consolidation at Group Level (self-loops)
In this analysis we focus only on domestic data

The multiplex Italian interbank network: some properties



The network is very sparse and connected for all the layer



The Unsec. Overn. shares similar properties to the Total



The secured layers show smaller size

Spearman correlation coefficient between degree and strength



Lower correlation for the Unsecured Overn.



The high correlation for the secured segment may be driven by the fixed
costs of establishing bilateral lending agreements

Assortativity and Cluster coefficient

Similarity Analysis of Layers: measures


We use the following functions:


Jaccard similarity for binary data:
J ( p, q ) =



| p∧q|
| p∨q|

Cosine similarity for valued data:
cos(θ ) =

pq
|| p |||| q ||

p and q stand for the network
Θ is the angle formed by p and q

Jaccard and Cosine measures: the similarity over time



The overnight layer displays more stability



Similarity is lower when weights are taken into accounts



There is a trend toward a greater stabilization and shift toward longer
maturities

Jaccard and Cosine measures: the similarity across layers



The probability that links in a network, i.e., overnight, are found also in
another network is quite low



In the unsecured term layers in 2012 there’s an increase of probability
(wrt to overnight) that we read as an evidence of a shift on longer
maturity

Looking for a Null model


Moving from single topological properties toward a network
model able to replicate the main measures



What would be the value of a metric if we allowed each bank
to retain the number of lenders and borrowers with a random
assignment of the counterparties?



Maximum Entropy Principle subject to a set of constraints,
imposed by observations (Park and Newmann, 2004)



Hierarchy of observables in a network



First order properties (connectivity, degree distrib.) vs Higher
order properties

Three Models


Directed Binary Configuration model (DBCM)




Reciprocal Configuration Model (RCM)




where also the number of reciprocated relations of each node
is preserved

Directed Weighted Configuration Model (DWCM)




Where the in- and out-degree distributions are preserved

where the in- and out-degree distributions, along with in- and
out-strenght are preserve

The checked properties are:






The number of reciprocated links (not for the RCM)
The assortativity
The number of triangles
Weakly and strong connected component (high order prop.)
Number of distinct triads (high order prop.)

Directed Binary Configuration Model: some results



The selected high order properties are highly unlikely for realizations of the
model



The size of the largest weak and strong components, i.e., are much larger
than those expected under the null model



In the secured short-term the results appear noisier and less stable

Directed Weighted Configuration Model: some results



The strength reciprocity is often explained by the null model



The values of the other layers are in line with the null models.



This results imply net exposures between couples of banks is mostly
determined by out- and in-streghts



Layers tend to be less disassortative than the null
potentially could reflect more stability than real data

model, the model

Conclusions


This work provides a broad analysis of the different layers in the
Italian interbank market



The market reacted in several ways:


Significant shift from short term to longer maturities



Domestic overnight money market displayed a strong resilience



The topological properties differ significantly across layers



The heterogeneity may be a good news for financial stability, since it
is likely to slow contagion



Unsecured overnight, the focus of monetary policy operations,
mirrors the features of the overall total network: that is a good news!



But…in case policy makers were to target another segment they
should avoid adopting tools based on overall features of the network

